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Preliminary remarks

 One of the biggest challenges for the international community when addressing territorial

conflicts is the difficulty of developing a meaningful strategy of engagement that under

international law would encompass both the principle of territorial integrity and of the right

for self-determination of people.

 Government and state actors have political and legal limitations that restrain them from

effectively addressing such conflicts and engaging with all conflict stakeholders. By

consequence, the most likely actors to engage with all conflict affected groups are

international private diplomacy actors and local civil society organizations. Generally, NGOs

can do things that governments cannot, such as “facilitate the development of new and

creative ideas, provide a trusted but informal channel of communication, and expand

networks of contacts, especially to groups or individuals that governments may be precluded

from meeting with because of political or legal concerns” (Martina Fischer, Berghof

Foundation)



The role of the civil society

two types of actors

 Private Diplomacy Actors are private organisations and people who mediate conflicts,

support peace processes, and engage in dialogue with a variety of actors with the purpose of

conflict resolution. These actors engage in escalating periods of conflict, during full blown

conflict, or shortly after a peace agreement has been reached.

 Civil society Organizations - “Local civil society is best positioned to deal with the

consequences of direct violence by mediating for hostage and prisoners of war release and

exchange, anti-war campaigning and non-violent resistance, and by contributing to the

prevention and cessation of armed hostilities through building bridges between divided

communities, creating safe spaces and effective processes for negotiations” (Natalia

Mirimanova, Civil Society Building Peace in the European Neighbourhood: towards a new

framework for joining forces with the EU)



Crisis Management Initiative 

 Crisis Management Initiative is a leading private diplomacy actor that engages in 

conflict situations and works in order to build sustainable peace. It also facilitates  

collaborative conflict resolution by engaging people affected by violent conflict.  

 CMI activities in the region include:

 Capacity building, shared learning and awareness raising to promote and enhance peacebuilding skills 

amongst all target beneficiaries 

 Supporting multi-stakeholder dialogue and broaden the participation of senior level experts and young 

leaders to the peacebuilding process. 

 Advocating for and assisting the beneficiaries capacity to actively engage in the peacebuilding process



Lessons learned from practice 
International NGOs intervention weaknesses

 The tendency to make an interpretation of the parties’ ”truth”. Classifications or

interpretations made by third parties are irrelevant

 Lack of coordination and cooperation between international and local organisations

in a conflict setting



Lessons learned from practice 
How to engage effectively 

Work WITH the people and not FOR them

 The possibilities of promoting peace from the outside are limited. It is

primarily important to support agencies and forces inside the country

and not to disempower them with standardized outsider templates.

 It is basically imperative that all efforts from third parties are

concentrated on the local capacities and on the local resources

 Role of the advocacy – give the people a voice



Lessons learned from practice 
How to engage effectivelly 

 Change is about people, not things – substantial investments

into building trust with and in between people.

Work in teams

 Transparence, and constant feedback and information sharing as rules

when dealing with conflict affected groups, and isolated societies.

 Good processes result in people co-owning, co-designing and

implementing peacebuilding processes. Commitment as an imperative

of the third party.



Lessons learned from practice 
How to engage effectivelly 

 Inclusiveness is essential

 not work in isolation, only with a small number of actors but try to

broaden the scope of the action as much as possible

make the process accessible to the main social groups affected by the

conflict, including women, youth, refugees and displaced people and

marginalized communities.



Lessons learned from practice 
Role of women 

 Peacebuilding experience clearly shows that women do have an

extremely important contribution to peace but often their actions

remain unknown and not supported.

 It is imperative to give a voice to women as they bring different visions

and solutions to the table that can contribute to achieving a sustainable

peace process
 the promotion of human rights,

 education,

 social service provision

 security issues such as disarmament


